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Foreword by the Director
Lila Charef

This year again our report outlines a decrease in islamophobic attacks. If we could at first
welcome this news, it seems essential to qualify this positive observation.
Today we know that Islamophobia is a racism with a gender bias. Our figures reveal that
69% of islamophobic attacks and 85% of aggressions which resulted in more than 8 days
of temporary incapacity refer to women. At the time of a happy international awakening to
the violence against women, we cannot accept that some women have to endure a double
form of violence, more than other women.
Support to the victims is also questioned. The figures collected by the CCIF convey as far
as possible the real situation, however they do not take into account ALL islamophobic
attacks. This is due to a feeling of defiance towards authorities who often do not take
into account the islamophobic character of these acts. It also results from discouragement
from the victims who expect a failure to listen and are not willing to bother by reporting
discriminations, verbal and physical aggressions they suffered.
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This endemic islamophobia and the hassle of symbolic, social, economic and physical
attacks have a psychological impact on the individuals, on their behaviour, which is not
really taken into account or studied.
One needs to remind that Islamophobia rests on a right to discriminate, a right to hate,
which have been made possible by the euphemising of a racism that is legitimised as well
as a manipulation of the republican values. The misuse of “laicité” (secularism), is a blatant
example of this situation. In order to politically justify their racism, some will not hesitate in
misusing secularism for the purpose of excluding and rejecting.
The institutionalisation of the state of emergency which now enters in common law is an
alarming signal sent to all organisations which deal with human rights and to all those to
whom the rule of law is dear. The raids, house arrests which have been renamed in the SILT
law in order to water down their reality and their effects are part of this general policy of
suspicion.
Major fact in 2017: false allegations have disastrous consequences on the daily life of
the victims. In order to discredit a spouse in a divorce case, to take one’s revenge on a
neighbour, one now reports them to the authorities for “radicalisation”. This phenomenon
of denunciation also affects public services with doctors, councils for maternal and child
welfare and schools who prefer to arbitrarily report someone rather than engage in dialogue.
However, in the majority of cases, the cases are dropped but the damage has been done.
In terms of radicalisation, prevention is more than legitimate, it is fundamental. However,
we observe that the method used seems dangerous and rests on criminalising classical
Muslim practices: a bad definition of the symptoms naturally leads to wrong diagnosis.
In order to be efficient, the fight against radicalisation shouldn’t criminalise the practice of
Islam, nor should it be part of a plan that threatens personal freedom. The organisations
involved in the protection of human rights must measure these excesses that weaken the
rule of law and national cohesion.
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Key dates in 2017
2017 has been marked by the stabilisation of the number
of islamophobic attacks. The work done by the CCIF
enabled a slight decrease in islamophobic discriminations
and degradation of Muslim places of worship. Yet, this
year again, there has been numerous infringements to the
freedom of Muslim citizens. For this reason, Islamophobia
is fought as far as in courts by the CCIF. Anti-Muslim
racism is expressed but also opposed in all spheres of
society: at work, in politics, in schools or even in literature.
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Here are some key
dates that give an
overview of the
key moments in
2017 using a few
examples
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January
1

In Gironde, M.B. is refused a job in optics on the condition that he accepts to shave
his beard before joining the job.

2

On 25th January, brought in front of the 17th
chamber of press of the High Court of Paris for
public provocation to discrimination, hate and
violence against Muslims, Georges Bensoussan,
historian and editor manager of the memorial of
the Shoah, was judged for having said:
“Integration has broken down. In fact, today we are
in attendance of a new people that is constituted
within the French nation, that makes a certain
number of our democratic values that have carried
us regress. (...)
This aggressive and visceral antisemitism
highlighted by the study Fondapol lead by
Dominique Reynie last year, we cannot silence it.
Yet, this is incompatible with the French nation,
there won’t be any integration until we get rid of
this deep-seated antisemitism that is concealed like
a secret. Yet… Wait, let me finish. There happens
to be an Algerian sociologist, Smain Laacher who
courageously said in a movie that will be shown on
France 3: “It is a shame to keep this taboo, that in
Arab families in France and everyone knows it but
no one wants to say it, antisemitism is suckled with
the mother’’s milk”.
The accused is acquitted but the Public Prosecutor,
the CCIF, the LDH and the MRP appealed this
judgement which is particularly questionable.
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February
3

On 16th February, the owner of the restaurant Cenacle located in Tremblay-en-France,
is judged for having aggressively turned away two Muslim clients wearing the headscarf due to their islamic identity while shouting “All Muslims are terrorists, I don’t want
anyone like you in here.” The 16th Criminal Chamber of the High Court of Bobigny
recognised the offence of “discrimination in the delivery of a service due to someone
belonging to a religious community in a space welcoming public”. It condemned the
owner of the restaurant to pay a fine of 5000 euros, with 2000 euros conditional sentence, 1000 euros damages for the complainant, 1000 euros of legal fees and the display of the sentence for two months on door of the restaurant le Cenacle, 1 symbolic
euro for the CCIF and 1000 euros of legal fees.

March
On 19th March 2017, the European Court of Justice issued two surprising and unexpected major
rulings in terms of equality in the field of work.

4

In the Belgian case Achbita, the ECJ ruled that the internal code of conduct of a company
does not represent a direct form of discrimination as long as the prohibition extends to
all visible religious, political and philosophical signs. The rule must be applied coherently
and in general, following a justified and proportional goal.

5

In the French case Bougnaoui, the Court considers that the clients’ wishes in terms of
religion should not be a justification to dismiss an employee due to them wearing a
religious sign.

The general application of internal codes of conducts which impose neutrality is only a subterfuge
used by companies to avoid discrimination, thus restricting the freedom of Muslim women in
particular and of all in general, in the sole purpose of defeating women wearing the headscarf. The
ECJ pretends to prohibit a discriminatory practice while offering the guide to legally discriminate.
Result: neutrality clauses are flourishing here and there, even in companies that used to accept
religious signs.
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April
6

The day before the first round of the French presidential elections on 22nd April 2017,
a man armed with a big pair of scissors attacked the people coming out of the mosque
Omar Ibn Al Khattab in Paris. The man, an American soldier, insulted them in English
and uttered death threats with an islamophobic character. He was boasting about having been in Afghanistan. He was arrested by the Police and placed in custody.

7

During the presidential elections in April 2017 in the region councils of Ile-de-France
and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Muslim female citizens are prevented from exercising
their voting right. Their participation is accepted on the condition that they remove their
headscarf.

May
8

9

On Sunday 14th May, an attack happened in Henin-Beaumont. The perpetrator is a man
claiming to follow the ideology of the Front National, declaring that he is “on his land,
the land of the Front National”. The victim who was with her 7 year-old child when the
attack happened was given 6 days of temporary work interruption after having been hit
on the head and having been strangled in front of her son. Her son now suffers from psychological damage. A confrontation between the victim and the attacker took place on
15th May. After having denied the facts, the attacker withdrew his statement and eventually admitted everything. Judged fairly quickly, the abuser was condemned on 13th
June to 8 months’ conditional prison sentence along with 700 euros compensation for
the moral prejudice on the victim, 500 euros compensation for moral prejudice of the 7
year-old son who has been very affected by his mother’s abuse, 191 euros compensation for the material prejudice, 1 symbolic euro for the CCIF and 500 euros legal fees.
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June
9

On 15th and 19th June 2017 in the high school Victor Hugo in the region council of
Ile-De-France, many candidates are being abusively inspected before being allowed to
take an exam of the Baccalaureat because they wear the headscarf. In the frame of a
pretended control that they are the only ones to be submitted to, they are taken to a
separate room where they are asked to remove their headscarves, shake their hair, lift
up their dresses and open their legs. The Défenseur des droits (the Human Rights Defender) has been seized.
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On 29th June 2017, the driver of an SUV drives into a crowd of people gathered in front
of the mosque. Fortunately, he was stopped by safety barriers. Arrested and interrogated by the police he admits having acted “to avenge the Bataclan and the ChampsElysees” but against all odds and despite the instructions of the Ministry of Justice in
fights against discriminations, the public prosecutor’s office refuses to retain the islamophobic character of the attack, however obvious.

July
11

On 2nd July, an old man aged 77 wearing a qamis (Muslim men’s religious dress) and
a little hat leaved the mosque to go back home. A Caucasian man in his thirties shouts
racists and islamophobic things to him. Disabled following a leg problem, the old man
keeps walking using his crutch and ignoring the insults of his abuser. The man then violently pushed him and started hitting him in the face. He punched him all over his face
and left him on the floor, bleeding. This episode was worth 15 days of temporary work
interruption to the victim. Following the broken nose caused by these punches, Mr had
to undergo a surgery. The authorities such as the Mayor and the police reacted quickly.
The Mayor of the city of Auneau visited the victim to show his support.
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On 7th July the CCIF was invited to take part to the Comite d’Entente “Origines” (literally “Committee of alliances between origins) put together by the Défenseur des
Droits to understand and fight better the discriminations which are linked to someone’s
origins, a discriminating criteria which is often mixed with the religious sign, as per the
results of the call for witnesses “access to work and discriminations linked to origins”
lead in 2016 by the Defenseur des Droits.

OrcShape
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13

On 28th July 2017 the State Council, seized by the CCIF, made absolutely clear that female students in paramedical training institutes - such as IFSI - have the quality of users
of public services. And as such they benefit from the freedom of displaying their faith
including by wearing clothes or signs showing their religious background, as long as
they do not disturb the course of the teaching activities and the normal functioning of
this public service, especially by a provoking or proselytising behaviour. It is unfortunate
that the Ministry of Health did not delete the contested provision by itself, as it had
committed to do. This would have spared many issued to numerous female students.

August
14

11

The hunt of the burkini does not only affect women wearing religious clothes or signs.
Mrs X’s young daughter sadly experienced it during the summer 2017 in an aquatic
centre in Saint-Martin-de-Belleville, where she was called by a lifeguard who summoned
her requesting her to remove her daughter’s swimming top. Her 3 year-old daughter
was wearing a kids’ anti-UV swimsuit, therefore being a top with long sleeves and a
swimming bottom, bought in a sports shop. The lifeguard explains that this was the
order of the administration of the swimming pool and that it had nothing to do with hygiene but was rather linked to her beliefs. Beliefs that the administration of the aquatic
centre thought they could guess thanks to the physical appearance of the mother.
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September
15

After months of mobilisations of the group of human rights organisations, academics,
lawyers, magistrates… against the repeated propagation of the state of emergency, and
then against the transferring of its principal measures in common law, the Commission
Nationale Consultative des Droits de l’Homme (literally the National Consultative Commission on Human Rights) welcomed on 25th September this coalition of organisations
to remind them of the numerous infringements of freedoms that this law is.
If the abusive use of the measures of the state of emergency has particularly affected
Muslims it was also pointed out that activist circles had been affected. The institutionalisation of a part of these exceptional measures will effectively normalise their use and
broaden the array of people on whom these measures will be unjustly applied.
One cannot be fooled, the inefficiency of the state of emergency has been demonstrated, the legislative arsenal to fight terrorism in France already grants it the means
to fight terrorism and the only certain effect of this draft of law will be to endanger the
rule of law. In his book “Revolution”, the Chief of State, Emmanuel Macron, admitted
to it when he was only a candidate to the presidential election, affirming that the state
of emergency “raises more questions than solves problems”, “we cannot always live in
an exceptional system. We therefore need to go back to the rule of law as reinforced by
the legislator (...) We have all the legislative apparatus needed to allow us to answer on
the long term to the situation that is ours.”

5
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October
16

On 5th October two inhabitants of the region council of Isere were sentenced to 3 and
6 months suspended prison terms by the Criminal Tribunal of Bourgoin - Jallieu for
having hang a wild boar’s head to the door of the Muslim prayer room located in their
village. The defendants admitted having hit the animal on the road in the evening of
the 21st July 2017. The animal being injured, they decided to finish it. The driver and a
passenger then decided to go to the prayer room of Pont-de-Beauvoisin in order to nail
the head of the animal there. The two perpetrators were also sentenced to giving 2000
euros to the Association “du Juste Milieu” and 2000 euros to the CCIF as compensation
for the damages. They will also have to pay 1000 euros of legal fees to both civil parties.
Finally, the judgment was put on display on the entrance of the place of worship.

17

Mrs S., aged 20, gave her application to the training “Garantie Jeunes” of the Mission
Locale of Drome Provencale (platform for young people professional development).
During her interview, the local mission refused to give her access to the training because she was wearing the headscarf which is prohibited by a written directive by the
DIRECCTE (French acronym for regional direction of enterprises, competition, work and
employment) and in this particular case the regional unit of the Drôme. The headscarf
is surrealistically interpreted in this directive as “silent proselytism”. In a letter on 17th
October 2017, the DIRECCTE will admit that it erroneously interpreted the regulatory
provisions applicable to the local missions regarding access to the training “Garantie
Jeunes” and that it addressed a reminder letter to the writer of the note.

November
18

13

Remi Muzeau, newly elected Mayor LR (Les Republicains) of Clichy in September 2015
promised to the Muslim citizens of his city that he will build a mosque in the street
d’Estienne-Orves. Not only he did not hold his promise, but he also turned around
and commanded the closure of the mosque. Since then, the Muslims who used to go
to the mosque in Clichy pray peacefully every Friday in the street d’Estienne-d’Orves
as a sign of protest. Mr. Muzeau goes even further, calling for a demonstration against
them on 10th November. The MPs, wearing their tricolour scarf and singing the Marseillaise (French National anthem) - as if these citizens of Clichy did not have the quality
of French citizens - brutally pushed by a few meters the worshipers who were praying.
The prayer still took place behind a barrier of mobile police. According to the police,
there were around 200 demonstrators among which MPs, local inhabitants opposing
the prayer in the street de Clichy and members of the party Force laïque shouting “No
religion, France is secular”, who were restrained by the police. Using another scheme,
the mayor of Clichy now accuses the worshipers of sharing antisemitic flyers while the
author, a Non-Muslim, is known by the police.
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December
19

On 8th December 5 militants of the small group Génération Identitaire and the organisation itself were sentenced to 1 year of suspended prison sentence for the militants
and several thousands of euros to be paid by the association. They had invaded the
construction site of the mosque of Poitiers in 2012, deploying a banner from the roof of
the place of worship with one of them displaying “732 Génération Identitaire”, clearly
referring to the battle of Poitiers in 732. The organisation Génération Identitaire will
have to pay over 24 000 euros as a compensation for the material damages caused
to the mosque and 10 000 euros of fine, as well as 600 euros in legal fees for the civil
parties.

20

On 14th December, the CCIF took part to the NGOs’ pre-session during the universal
periodical examination of France. It consists in an analysis of the situation of human
rights in France. Many NGOs were therefore able to present their contributions by explaining their recommendations.
ATD Quart-Monde, le Secours Catholique, le Contrôleur général des lieux de privation
de liberté, la Commission Nationale Consultative des Droits de l’Homme (CNCDH) and
the Ligue des Droits de l’Homme (LDH) were present.
On this occasion, the CNCDH addressed the lack of coherence between the words of
the State and what it actually practices. It therefore calls the government to fully exercise the rule of law, to fight against impunity of law enforcement officials and the bad
prison conditions, as well as to collaborate with the CNCDH on the subject of the prevention of radicalisation.
In its written contributions, the CCIF pointed out the same thing by underlining the
emergence of excesses for the sake of security, linked to the bad practice in the context
of the fight against terrorism and abuses in the context of the state of emergency. It
also noticed an aggravation of islamophobic speech by political representatives of the
highest ranks.

21

During December, the Office of the French National Assembly issued a decree on the
prohibition of religious signs arguing that “the clothes worn by MPs in the hemicycle
should not be a pretext to manifesting the expression of their opinion” or that “any clothes characterising a specific occupation” would also be targeted by this decision. From
now on, an MP will neither be able to display his opinion within the Assemblee Nationale, nor to dress according to his occupation, which actually constitutes the essence of
his role as an MP. Once again we can see with this case a frontal attack to “laïcité” (secularism) because the State cannot and is not able to intervene in the religious matters
of the individuals. MPs are not agents of the State and therefore cannot be subject to
such decrees that threaten their freedoms. Moreover, Canon Kir or Abbe Pierre used to
sit in the hemicycle with their soutane.
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2017 in figures
In 2017 446 islamophobic attacks have been reported to the CCIF. Compared to the
previous year, this means a 21.7% drop. The decrease in islamophobic attacks is therefore slowing down as it reached -35.9% in 2016 (vs 2015). This is important news,
based on a methodological approach without the slightest leniency towards any case.
However, after the spike reached following the terrorist attacks in 2015, the number of
islamophobic acts goes back to its 2012 level (469 attacks). The decrease in people actually attacking can be explained by the deterrent effect of the actions lead as well as by
some victims going back to silence. The reality of Islamophobia in France thus remains
concerning.
With 349 cases dealt with, discriminations make up around 78% of islamophobic attacks. They are then followed by hate speech (58), physical aggressions (31) and degradations (8).

Relative share

Number of acts

Nature of Islamophobic acts

Physical aggression

Degradation

Hate speech

Discrimination

In the legal sense a person is victim to discrimination if it is subject to an unfavorable or unfair
treatment compared to other people and if this unfavorable treatment is based on one of the 23
criteria prohibited in the law (religion, origin, gender, disability, health, etc). Source: Article 2251 of the penal code - modified by the law n2017-86 of 27th January 2017 about citizen equality.
1
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Even if we notice a decrease in the number of attacks, we also observe an extreme tension in the public debate about the visibility of our Muslim fellow citizens. Each time one
of them appears they are subject to islamophobic harassment and exclusion campaigns
from the far right and organised groups that falsely claim to protect “laïcité” (secularism).
This is what President Macron called the radicalisation of “laïcité” (secularism). The proponents of this radicalised secularism would like to erase any religious visibility in society and public space. Instead of taking on their obsessive islamophobia, they hide
behind the summoning of the principle of secularism that precisely guarantees freedom
of conscience, freedom of religion and multiplicity of doctrines.
These virulent extremist and secularist groups organise political and media attacks, particularly violent on social networks. They also target intellectuals, journalists and organisations (among which the CCIF) calling for their censorship, exclusion, demonization
while simultaneously pretending to be the heralds of freedom of expression as long as
we think the same as they do.
Besides, the negative and freedom-destroying consequences of the State of emergency
and of policies which were inadequate to fight radicalisation are durable and still massively underestimated. They have been normalised by the legal evolution of anti-terror
mechanisms but can be found in all the people who have been “fiché S” (flagged as a
serious threat to national security) and abusively reported, along with the cases we notice in many public services (education, health…).
We constantly alert public authorities on these recurring cases of wrong application of
“laïcité” (secularism) or bad practices in the fight against terrorism in order to prevent
further issues, but over half of the discriminations still take place in public services (53%).

Distribution of Islamophobic acts
according to the perpetratror
Civil service
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Legal person

Natural person

Figures show that the share of women targeted by Islamophobic attacks decreased
slightly (69%). However, this is not due to the decline of the sexist component of Islamophobia but rather because men are also targeted by unjustified exclusion policies, and
particularly anti-terrorist ones.

Gender distribution of victims of
Islamophobic acts
Women

Men

Finally, Muslim women remain the principal target of the most serious assaults: 85.6% of
the attacks with over 8 days of temporary work interruption. Men are, in turn, the principal subject to discriminations with 88 attacks identified.

Number of Islamophobic acts according
to gender and type

Physical aggression (less than 8
days of labour
disruption)

Physical aggression (more than
8 days of labour
disruption)

Verbal assault

Women

Hate speeches

Men

Discrimination
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2018 recommendations
To the State and French institutions
Recognise islamophobia as a specific form of racism and making it a national cause, as
it is already the case for other forms of racism.
Establish a representative for “the fight against discriminations” within each Ministry to
coordinate and follow this fight in the context of a common action with the civil society.
Mandate the CNCDH to proceed to the evaluation of public policies of the prevention
of radicalisation and to the evaluation of the SILT law.

In the field of education
Establish a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the law of 15th March 2004 since
its entry into force, renew it every two years and draw conclusions.
Launch a training campaign to the whole educational community on the concept of
“laïcité” (secularism) and on religious discriminations within school in order to better apprehend the questions of gender equality and equality of opportunities. This campaign
needs to be realised in collaboration with civil society stakeholders who are already
engaged in such best practices.

To the police and gendarmerie forces
Reform the actual system of handling complaints. All data should be electronically saved and the racial motive, especially the islamophobic motive (or anti-Muslim) of discrimination should systematically be included in the complaints.
Lead a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the law of 11th October 2010 and
draw conclusions.
Put professional trainings in place on the topics of reception, service to the victims of
discrimination (especially discriminations linked to origins or religion), as well as on the
inquiry’s diligence.
Systematically relocate the investigations for offences and rebellion against public officials so as to have them conducted by the police agents belonging to the same police
or gendarmerie service as the authors of the complaints.
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In the field of justice
Systematically retaining the racial character as an aggravating circumstance, in this case
the religious belonging, when it is established and ensure that the investigators collect
elements on this matter.
Strengthen the cooperation between organisations that fight against racism and public
prosecutors’ offices to fight the high rate of cases closed in the matters of discrimination
offences, especially religious discrimination.
Put into place the criminal action without any delay and under the highest criminal qualification and give strict and rigorous sentences to avoid re-offense.
Systematically associate the victim to the alternatives to complaints, such as a reminder
of the law, in order to grant them a symbolic reparation measure through the recognition of their statute of victim by the court.
Count and assess the action of the Poles Anti-Discriminations (PAD) in order to strengthen their actions and their link with civil society due to their uneven action and mobilisation from one prosecutor’s office to the other.

In the field of work
Launch professional training and coaching sessions on the laws against discrimination
in collaboration with other civil society actors and including the field of religious discrimination.
Share educational guides on the management of religion with all employers and underline the fact that cases of religious claims at work that lead to a person being barred are
a minority.
Spread best practices identified in the context of the promotion of diversity (even religious diversity).

To journalists and editors
“Launch a broad operation to fight stereotypes” and putting an emphasis on “deconstructing them from early school years.”
Cover the news regarding islamophobia especially discrimination abuses and physical
violence attacks.
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Islamophobia
in questions
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Towards a radicalisation of “laïcité” (secularism)
in France?
Fatma Zragua, PhD, specialist in inclusion and discriminations

Teachings of the litigations of the state of emergency drawn by the Centre de Recherches et
d’Etudes sur les Droits Fondamentaux (CREDOF,
literally Centre of Research and Studies on Fundamental Rights)
Nicolas Klausser, PhD at CREDOF

“Radicalization” and social sciences: outlines of a
reason of State

Hamza Esmili, PhD in sociology at Ecole des Hautes Etudes en sciences sociales and
at Ecole normale superieure de Paris

Spatial and behavioural strategies of women wearing the headscarf as an answer to islamophobia
in Paris
Kawtar Najib, researcher at Marie Curie University in Newcastle

Psychological damages caused by islamophobia
Adele Marri, student in Master 2 in Clinical Psychology (Università di Torino, IT).
Fatima Touhami, clinical psychologist, researcher, Paris and Saint-Denis, Université
Paris 13.
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Is France heading towards a radicalization of secularism?
Fatma Zragua, PhD student specialised in social inclusion and discrimination
An atmosphere of clear tension is sensed during public debates revolving around the rejection of
religious practices noticeable in the public sphere. These include, in particular, the assaults of the
Republican Spring movement (Le Printemps Républicain) against the Observatory of secularism
(l’Observatoire de la laïcité), the CCIF and the Lallab association without mentioning the recurrent
and highly mediatized attacks of Manuel Valls galvanizing President Macron to join a secular war
against the "Islamist menace" or Islam’s supposedly great danger. The Front National, on the other
hand, denounced "the immigrant bias” that, in its opinion, favors policies of positive discrimination
bringing about “an inverted form of racism." The party, moreover, accuses the French state of
plenary indulgence towards communitarianism practices (e.g. serving halal food in school canteens,
undermining the law of separation between State and Church with funds diverted from Islamic
cult places).
Hate speech against religious practices like the wearing of the headscarf on university campuses,
mainly occurs in the name of cultural incompatibility. An increasing number of abuses have been
noted in public institutions, all of which were linked to an excessive application and understanding
of the principle of secularism. Today, we therefore speak about a radicalization of secularism that
is endangering France. In this respect, President Macron declared he was taking a “cautious
stance" on the "risk of a radicalization of secularism."
In France, tensions mounted following the affaires surrounding the veil (over-controlled veiled
students, veiled mothers being discriminated against while bringing their children to school and
other similar cases are cited below in this report) and the 2106 controversy sparked by the Burkini
(the 2017 Burkini hunt mistakenly targeted a three-year-old girl wearing a UV protective swimsuit
for children). People seem to forget that public figures like Canon Kir or Abbé Pierre, both
deputies, have been sitting in the National Assembly wearing a cassock. Likewise, Islam convert
and deputy of the Doubs, Philippe Grenier, wore a burnous in the same assembly (Poulat, 2010).
A researcher by the name of Ameraux analyzed the public conversation that emerged immediately
after January 7, 2015. She argues that nothing really new has come about in the official narrative.
According to her, the language and terms of the public debate which ignited from the January 7
events are merely an update of the various strata that, since the late 1980s, have consistently been
constructing the "Muslim problem" in France. In fact, by the end of 2017, Macron supposedly
warned against a "radicalization of secularism." He then summarized his doctrine quoting the
popular saying "the Republic is secular, but society isn’t."
Indeed, the principle of secularism referring to the state’s policy of non-interference in matters of
religion and beliefs is in itself "radical" in the truest etymological sense of the word since the
discrepancy between law and faith is both total and absolute. This is true especially in France, a
country that possesses the merit and the distinctiveness of practicing an “uncompromising form”
of secularism.

As Poulat (2010) pointed out, we have moved to a secular system at the expense of a
denominational system and tensions brought about by secularism have been solved on a legislative
and even a constitutional level. However, these tensions still persist across the ideological spectrum.
Why is this the case? According to some, the spectrum of "Islamism" and its danger revive tensions
that were left as a heritage by the law of 1905: republican intransigence in return for democratic
tolerance.
Secularism is being experienced as an extraction of all cultural particularities or as a rootedness in
the history of both Christianity and the Lumières without, however, taking into account the sociocultural or historical dynamics.
Becoming radicalized means becoming more intransigent, it means hardening and strengthening
oneself. This is precisely how today’s political debates and initiatives may be described. This
radicalization of secularism increases even more with the left promoting the concept of "secular
spirituality” and the right bringing up the idea of "positive secularism.” The latter differs from the
“uncompromising” form of secularism in the sense that a moral reflection inspired by religious
beliefs would, in the public space, be in the Republic’s best interest.
This stance may at first seem positive and even offering a compromise between religions and the
way their presence is conceived in the public space. Except that, as asserted by Foyer (2008), Islam
does not get treated in the same manner as other religions in that contributions for the public
debate are less substantial when it comes to the Muslim faith.
All of this was substantiated by Sarkozy’s approach in which he invited “Islam of France” (“l’islam
de France”) to organize itself, an act clearly demonstrating the spirit of the 1801 Concordat that
Baubérot (2012) reduces to three key ideas: controlling, protecting and "Francizing" religion. As a
result, the framework in which French Muslims may engage in the political debate seems confined
to a choice between two alternatives: whether they remain silent (and are then implicitly accused
of endorsing political violence) or they conform (Amiraux, 2015).
The public debate often focuses on the relationship between religion and culture. For the Front
National, culture and religion are two inseparable aspects in Islam. This makes it possible to
interpret, for example, the overall scope of "foreign lifestyles" as an attempt to impose sharia law.
It also explains the regenerating topic of the "clash of civilizations” allowing the claim to “Catholicsecularism" which is both identity related and anti-Islamic. As a result, the availability of
substitution menus in school canteens faces opposition although while being upheld in nurseries of
Provence town halls.
When matters revolve around Islam, every cultural habit may be seen as religious. However, as far
as Catholicism is concerned, both forms may be distinguished more easily in the name of France’s
undeniable Christian heritage. Amiraux (2015) concludes that this almost obsessive focus on
clothing and eating habits probably reflects the complexity of clearly distinguishing foreign cultural
habits and practices with matters that truly present an obstacle to secularism.
Why do we correlate this incomprehension and these abuses with radicalized secularism?
Radicalization is always linked to fanaticism and intolerance. Today, as such, secularism shows a

drift towards extremism in which it attempts to extend the principle to civil society making it abide
by a rule that is only applicable in the realm of public authority.
In a common framework of the rule of law and in civil society as a whole, people are allowed to
openly discuss religious topics, to display religious or non-religious signs, to speak well or bad about
other religions, etc. Yet, everything is done to "cleanse" society from all religious expressions. The
objective is to relegate every religious expression to an intimate environment while deliberately
mixing up the intimate sphere with the private sphere. This comes down to nothing less than the
abolition of freedom of expression.
Secularism may not be a French invention, a French form of secularism nonetheless exists (Poulat,
2010) in which laicization (the State’s enforcement of a legal status on religions) takes precedence
over secularization (religion’s loss of relevance in the sociocultural field). This type of secularism is
the adoption of Kant's "concept of pure reason" in which obedience to civil law may only be given
media coverage if individual reasoning submits to that civil law’s own rule. Accordingly, the state
can only demand obedience to civil law by assuming responsibility for breeding moral reason. This
explains the structural link between state, morality and education.
As pointed out by Gonneaud (2005), French secularism is compromising because, in Kant’s view,
the relevance of an idea is evaluated in its theoretical purity. If today’s tensions are so acute,
according to Hegel, it is because of the failure to take into account the "concept of historical reason"
in which secularism was conceived. This concept was a response to historically related problems
and may evolve as problems grow and change.
Without calling into question the founding principles of the 1905 law (freedom of worship and
rejection of a theological-political relationship), the Hegelian point of view supports the proposals
of individuals like Gonneaud (2005), Baubérot (2015) and Manent (2015) who demand a number
of reasonable accommodations, all of which are achieved within a framework of compromises. The
idea is to recognize the legitimacy of an Islamic culture with its customs and habits, beyond all
religious practices, while protecting some of the republic’s foundational principles such as freedom
of expression and critique as well as state neutrality.
Although democracy calls to freedom of thought and the expression of opinions in a context of
pluralism and tolerance, it does recognize ethnic and religious communities. The republic, for its
part, only recognizes individuals dissociated from any form of belonging. This is why the ban on
the veil is considered as an empowerment of community influences by the Republicans and as a
form of intolerance or discrimination by the Democrats. Religion is indeed a private affair in the
sense that it only pertains to individual choices. This, however, does not prevent public
demonstrations and media interventions on moral debates for example (Baubérot, 2004).
In order to be effective, the fight against radicalization must neither criminalize Islamic practices
nor be part of a rationale that is hostile to freedom. The chosen method seems nevertheless
dangerous insofar as it criminalizes traditional Islamic practices. French political reactions,
particularly the choice of responding to terror attacks with measures to boost secularism in public
schools, are worrying in that they contribute to establishing a public space of which the
nationalistic-secular concept of "monolingualism" may turn out to be detrimental (Amiraux, 2015),

if not causing radicalization. This interpretation of secularism inside the framework of an abstract
universal concept may persuade some secularists, from both the right and the left, of the need to
neutralize society (the streets, the media and morals in general) beyond the requirements outlined
in the law of 1905. By confining the notion of 'private life’ to the scope of intimacy, all sense of
belonging will be extracted. Yet, the question arises as to whether citizenship based on a forced
removal of all sense of belonging may still be considered healthy. May we therefore aspire to have
a "democratic republic” of France?
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Lessons of the state of emergency’s litigation drawn by the Center for
Research and Studies on Fundamental Rights (Centre de Recherches
et d’Études sur les Droits Fondamentaux, CREDOF)
by Nicolas Klausser, PhD student at CREDOF
During the second half of 2017, one of the highlights was undoubtedly the introduction of the state
of emergency’s key measures into common law. This occurred following the enforcement of the
law of April 3, 1955, relating to the state of emergency—implemented on November 14, 2015—
and its multiple extensions.
However, the perpetuation of an exceptional regime challenges our rule of law, and more
specifically the observance of people’s fundamental rights and freedoms. The state of emergency
has underscored the limits of its effectiveness which, moreover, has been evidenced by various
actors (intelligence experts, magistrates, parliamentarians…). Additionally, the state now has a
well-supplied legal arsenal to combat terrorism.
One needs to keep in mind that under France’s current state of emergency 4489 administrative
searches were carried out according to the Ministry of Interior’s statistical review of November
2017. These house searches resulted in 77 convictions. The overwhelming majority of targeted
individuals undergoing these searches or house arrests all had in common that they belonged to
the Muslim faith, whether that belonging was real or supposed.
It was in this sense that CREDOF conducted an analysis of the State Council’s case law pertaining
to the state of emergency. The 775 examined decisions reveal a specific typology of the individuals
subjected to the state of emergency’s administrative measures and expose patterns and tendencies
of the judicial appeals issued by the victims.

Summary of the CREDOF litigation study by Stéphanie Hennette-Vauchez, Olga
Mahmoudy and Nicolas Klausser
In a study conducted for the Human rights Defender (Défenseur des droits), the Center for Research
and Studies on Fundamental Rights (CREDOF) had access to the State Council’s case law
databases in order to assess the state of emergency’s administrative litigation.
This work made it possible to compose a corpus of 775 court decisions, including 703
administrative court rulings or orders, 25 rulings of the Administrative Court of Appeal and 47
rulings or orders issued by the State Council between November 14, 2015, and January 31, 2017.
These 775 decisions reflect the outcome of litigation initiatives pursued by approximately 600
plaintiffs (whether they be natural or legal persons), including a number of ‘repeat players’ who are
individuals appealing more than once against one or more of the measures affecting them.
In cases relating to natural persons, a total of 474 men, 70 women and 7 male-female couples
spearheaded the judicial appeals. Matched against the total number of measures taken under the

state of emergency (exceeding 7000), these figures reveal a gap between the state of emergency’s
implementation and its contentious reality. This is because a considerable number of measures
have not been appealed against, partly due to the differentiated access to justice among the different
social groups.
The systematic analysis of the 775 decisions brought to light the predominance of two profiles
among targeted individuals: a militant profile (male or female) of the so-called “radical oppositional
movement,” and a “radical Islam” profile as expressed in the terms used by the administration and
the bodies of the Court. Within the latter, one may identify subcategories such as “converted”
people or those belonging to a “North Caucasian” network. The litigation corpus thus shows a
strong reference to the plaintiff’s religion and his/her religious observance, which appear in a
major part of the decisions and play an active role in the final outcome.
This reference is indeed mentioned—in a nearly systematic manner—in the white briefing notes
(designed to protect the confidentiality of sources), in the decision taken by the administration and
in the verdicts of the administrative judges who monitor these decisions. For example, in a total of
775 decisions, the term “Islam” appears in 412 decisions, the word “radical” in 260 decisions,
“radicals” in 101 decisions and “Islamism” in 43 decisions. The term “converted man” or
“converted woman” appears in 67 decisions, and seems to be considered by the administration,
and even by most administrative judges, as an aggravating factor of some kind or as a strong
indication of radicalization.
The so-called “radical Islam” profile mainly comprises Muslim men who were assigned to this
profile by the intelligence services mainly because of their acquaintances or relationships, their
attendance at a specific place (prayer hall, mosque, bookstore) or their encounter with an
association, a group or a personality known for radicalism. As far as women are concerned, they
are generally placed under house arrest or undergo search warrants due to their interaction with
radicalized men with whom they share similar opinions, but who, in most cases, cannot be charged
for reprehensible offenses. Some of them were targeted by the administration after a family
member, a neighbor or an employer reported them to the authorities: the term “reporting” appears
in 53 decisions, and “reported” in 173 of them. Some judgments clearly reveal that several
administrative searches were motivated by these types of reporting.
People belonging to the so-called “radical Islam” profile account for more than half of all court
cases (55%, that is 427 out of 775 court cases). In some courts this ratio is much higher as witnessed
in the commune of Melun: out of the 51 studied judgments, 50 concern measures related to the
person’s affiliation with a movement linked to radical Islam—meaning in 98% of all cases.
Measures issued under the state of emergency reveal a—sometimes slightly—over-representation
of certain departments which is unrelated to the statistical data on, for example, the proportion of
population groups of North African immigrant origin in these departments. On the one hand, this
over-representation is mainly due to the fact that the geographic presence of Islamic radicalism is
characterized by a greater intensity in certain places (prayer halls, personalities acting as a radical
emir, etc.). On the other hand, this over-representation is explained by the fact that Islamic
radicalism functions as a decentralized network and in a complimentary manner. The white
briefing notes mainly reflect the work of intelligence services infiltrating and monitoring these

networks in a certain number of places or monitoring personalities they consider influential within
these networks.
Finally, the litigation itself was triggered by the efforts and support of a limited number of
associations (such as the CCIF or “Action Droits des Musulmans”) from within these same
communities. Nonetheless, these associations are in touch with only a limited number of lawyers.
However, as previously mentioned, not everybody who was subjected to a judicial measure under
the state of emergency appealed to the administrative judge. Being able to do so requires a number
of resources and admissions to these associations and specialized lawyers.
One may therefore raise the legitimate question of whether people fitting the “radical Islam” profile
have fewer means of bringing an appeal before a judge than those who fall under the “activist”
profile. In this respect, it is important to highlight the nominal nature of cases for which a request
was made to collect computer data seized during administrative searches: in the courts under the
jurisdiction of the Administrative Court of Appeal of Lyon, out of the 18 people concerned by such
an authorization request to collect data (and who, for the vast majority, fit the “radical Islam”
profile), not a single one appealed against the administrative search order itself.
With regard to the judicial review conducted by the administrative judges on the measures taken
under the state of emergency, its stringency seems to vary from one division of the Court of
Cassation to another. Since proportionality checks are not systematic, the judge sometimes
confines himself to a more limited judicial review related to errors of judgment. Above all, our case
law analysis revealed that this judicial review is significantly dependent on the white briefing notes
used by the intelligence services. Very often, these notes are the only documents produced by the
administration to support its decrees and are hard to challenge by those concerned. Let’s, as an
example, have a look at the courts under the Administrative Court of Appeal in Lyon. Here, out
of 39 decisions based on a white briefing note that have been appealed against, only four were
overturned, one of which due to the fact that the prefecture did not produce the note at the hearing.
Overall, the state of emergency’s litigation appears to be characterized by a relatively low success
rate of legal appeals.
Thus, in the Court of First Instance, 482 out of 703 appeals were unsuccessful for the plaintiff
(rejection, request to collect computer data seized during electronic searches)—which is 68.5% of
all appeals, whereas 139 rulings were in favor of the applicant (overturned rulings, total or partial
suspensions, denied request to collect computer data, favorable court injunctions for the
plaintiff…)—adding up to 19.7% of all appeals. The rate of retraction or total suspension
pertaining to house arrests indeed confirms this impression: only 10.8% of all house arrests that
were appealed against in the courts, the administrative courts of appeal or the State Council have
been retracted or entirely suspended. This rate rises to 20.1% if we add to these retractions and
full suspensions the withdrawals, the cases that didn’t proceed to judgment and compulsory
residence orders that were revoked by the Ministry of Internal Affairs prior to the hearing.
In any event, these rates illustrate how little impact the administrative judge truly has on house
arrest rulings; he is only responsible for half of all the decisions in favor of the concerned individuals
(45 out of 86 rulings were identified as favorable).

Are policies to prevent radicalization really effective?

Unclear, stigmatizing and oppressive security policies are being implemented in an uncontrolled
manner by the public authorities. In no way, shape or form do they increase the efficiency of
detecting “radicalized” individuals. They rather provoke a climate of general suspicion that
unnecessarily overburdens the police and, above all, undermines social and national cohesion.
Since January 2015, our society is getting caught in an atmosphere of mistrust. The “society of
suspicion” that was predicted and so feared by the honorable professor of criminal law Mireille
Delmas Marty following a partial transfer of the state of emergency to ordinary law has now
become a fact. Acts of denunciation and false allegations spread like wildfire against neighbors,
employees, co-workers, ex-spouses and public service users.
In a public report published on February 26, 2016, the Human Rights Defender (Défenseur des droits)
himself expressed his concern over these findings: “In over 10% of all claims relating to
administrative house searches received by the public advocate, the plaintiffs allege they have been
wrongly denounced by a neighbor, a former colleague or an ex-spouse.”
This phenomenon of malicious denunciation nonetheless continued to increase in 2017. As it had
entirely been dissociated from the state of emergency’s problem, it now appeared under some
particularly alarming forms. The two following cases are examples that clearly illustrate this.
In June 2017, in the north of France, a 5-year-old girl refused to take her morning snack of
10:30 am. The teacher summoned the mother to make sure the child was not fasting in the month
of Ramadan. Of course, the mother of the child responded that it was not the case. But then, the
mother is summoned again, this time by the Principal. She reiterated her denial but in vain. The
school head appealed to the Academic Director of the National Education Service who sent a
report to the Human Rights Defender. After having noticed the child’s absence from home, eight
armed policemen showed up at the school in order to take the 5-year-old girl to the hospital. The
school had indeed reported that she was fasting and therefore probably malnourished. These
allegations were refuted by the medical findings of the hospital staff. The parents were nonetheless
submitted to an investigation by social services. The representatives of the mosque that the father
attends were questioned about him… Luckily, the report was dismissed but at what price?
The suggested analysis by Hamza Esmili is truly crucial and offers an enlightening view on the
public policy pursued by the government to prevent radicalization.

Radicalization and social sciences: outlines of the State
Hamza Esmili, Doctor in Sociology at Paris Higher Education School of Social Sciences
Radicalization is one of the few politico-media subjects to have received such exposure over the
past years. Following the many terrorists attack which have happened on the French scene since
2015, especially the sensitive year that was 2015, fighting against “Islamism” (and its many given
names) became an overall battle of all against “radicalism”. However, the chosen wording still stirs
some paradox. Indeed, one article would not suffice to cover all the underlying topics surrounding
it.
The purpose of this article is to provide some insight as to how these “ fight against radicalization”
speeches are construed. The aim is to have a better understanding of the notion / idea/, its
theoretical roots and its impacts on the society it evolves in.
Through State prerogatives and actions to describe its “battle against radicalization “, as described
by the idea of “Raison d’Etat “by French Philosopher M. Foucault. Indeed, this battle has raised
a new paradigm between state intervention and Muslim populations in France.
Building practical knowledge
The topic of radicalization is mainly risen in Universities, in which a strong movement meant to
promote “a new scientific community specialized on security issues” has spread, leading to many
articles, conferences and reports trying to explain radical motivations and the ideology surrounding
“jihadists”.
This rise of new theoretical views aims to establish the degree, signs and profiles of radicalization
rather than trying to understand where it is coming from.
This profusion of knowledge revolving around the reasons of radicalism is achieved by a direct
action: spotting “radicalized “individuals, set in place surveillance and after psychological
examination, determine what treatment would suit them best.
Through the criminalization of radicalism, we are facing a shift from establishing concrete
proof to measuring the level of radicalization of an individual. These is made by having experts
whose purpose is to question religious beliefs and practices of inmates and then are called to the
bar. Following the traditional vision of French justice, an individual is considered to be abnormal
because he is a criminal and a criminal because he is radicalized. This is perfectly illustrated in the
“Cannes- Torcy” case :
“Advocate General : “ We have testimonials from family and colleagues attesting that ,
back when working at Nestlé, he would pray in the stock room. Moreover, when working at shoe
store Footlocker, he refused to wear Nike sneakers because he said they were crafted by children.
Indeed, the mosque director who met M.G twice, also confirms his radicalization. Finally, data of
his blackberry show his password was Islam, and considering the fact that one’s password is linked
to one’s personality it is very telling. “
Prison is also a major key point in the State’s battle against radicalism. The status of “ particularly
signaled inmate”, special quarters, prolonged isolation, all of these are used by prison staff to

further monitor inmates and reinforce separation between “regular” ones and the “radicalized”
ones.
Beyond monitoring and surveillance techniques, prison staff are given questionnaires (e.g. mostly
belief practice, the use of Arabic, food restrictions) enabling them to establish “types” of radicalized
profiles. Consequently, inmates’ rights (visits for example) are largely based upon these tests and
questionnaires.
Interrogatory extract from the “Cannes-Torcy”:
- Advocate General: “Why didn’t you want a psychologist in prison? Saying they were
useless? “
- Defendant: “Psychologists and educators are not here to help us. They’re here to study us.
Get information, data. They expect you to prove you’re radicalized. I refuse. They only
come because they are paid to, just like the educators come to study radicalization.
Finally, the last measures used by government in the debate around radicalism, is the treatment of
considered “dangerous” populations living in marginalized urban territories. In those areas, many
institutional agents, are working together or independently, towards monitoring and preventing
radicalization in social spaces. Moreover, these measures are also organized through the numerous
trainings given by scholars and purposefully tracing the borders of “radicalization”.
However, these measures do not seem to cool the heating debates revolving around radicalism and
the Government is still taking action to prevent communitarianism in those sensitive areas.
RADICALIZATION, ISLAMOPHOBIA and “ REASONS OF STATE”
The less heuristic than practical appreciation of the notion of radicalism seems to broaden its
interpretation: all thus, operating a full redefinition of state powers over the territories for which it
is responsible.
In terms of Islam’s “management” ‘s historical evolution, the paradigm of radicalization reflects a
major break. The state’s relationship with Muslim communities is now reflected as the
apprehension of dangerous populations that must be treated with caution.
It is the very existence of a Muslim community that is denied. Indeed, theories such as the one of
the « fertile soil » that can be found in the few given definitions of radicalizations, allow the
articulation between treatment of separate individuals and group sanction. Finally, by tracing the
symbolic borders of radicalization and by defining new states enemies, radicalism is only further
reinforced.
What can one say about the function allocated to the university field and, more specifically, to
the social sciences in the reaffirmation of sovereignty?
Questionning social sciences’ role in the building of the contemporary reason of State is not
enough to analyse knowledge and put it into action. Indeed, social sciences hold political
influences on the reality they portray. Even if they are not the only tool to help explain
radicalism, they indeed are a crucial one to understand why terrorists commit such actions.
Finally, is it denying terrorism to study the State from the angle of the violence that it does to it?

Of course not. As Foucault would say about madness « it does not exist, which does not mean
that it is not ». Same goes for terrorism and radicalization.

Gender-related islamophobia and its psychological impact
The acts of Islamophobic aggression targeting Muslim women are, as in previous years, the most
numerous. Gender-related Islamophobia is a problem that must be urgently addressed, and for
good reason: 69.38% of the acts of Islamophobia identified by the CCIF are aimed at women.
Despite the exhaustive work of the CCIF, we are still very much aware of the large number of
cases where women, including very young ones, are resolving themselves to a future full of
discriminating situations, verbal aggression, physical aggression, because of their sex and their
religious affiliation.
Muslim women today are harassed in all spheres of everyday life, at any age and in any daily
activity.
Thus clothing orders start from the youngest age. For instance, a mother of a 3-year old girl
wearing an anti UV shirt, was told by one of the lifeguard to take it off. He added that this order
was not due to hygiene measures but purely because he assumed the origins of the child’s
mother.
In October 2017, a client wearing a headscarf goes to her gym session. At the end of the session,
a user calls out screaming "Are you going to do sports like that ? " to which she responded by the
affirmative. The man later added “this is not happening, you (Muslims) are everywhere … you
think you’re at a mosque. “ He then turned to the coach and told him “ You’ll get my
resignation letter tomorrow”. The coach then asked the woman to remove her headscarf or to
cancel her membership, which she refused. In the end, the coach cancelled her subscription due
to the other member’s discriminatory and illegal allegations.
We must also remember the locked labor market for women wearing a headscarf. The
positioning of the European Court of Justice in 2017 in the Belgian affairs of Achiba and French
case Bougnaoui is terrible in the sense that it legalizes discrimination on the grounds of
confession when based on a policy of general, systematic and coherent neutrality. However, only
employers who care about neutrality in their business seem to not hire women wearing a hijab.
Does the CJEU really ignores that ?
Since these two major decisions, neutrality clauses seem to have flourished in corporate policies.
In other words, since its decisions of March 14th 2017, the CJEU has opened the gate of
discrimination to employers which leads to the discrimination of already vulnerable economically
and socially women.
Muslim women remain the prime targets of physical aggression: 85.6% of physical attacks
involving 8 days of compensation for temporary incapacity or more of them, are committed
against them.
In May 2017, a 72-year old woman walking with a cane was pushed by a stranger while she was
getting off the tramway. This incident earned her 4 days of UTT as well as physical and mental
trauma.

As demonstrated by Kawtar Najib, geograph and scholar at Newcastle’s University where she
studies the relationship between religious and territorial discrimination in London and Paris, this
ambient Islamophobia and these symbolic, social, economic, verbal and physical violence have
consequences on the very behavior of these women. Dr. Najib highlights the feeling of insecurity
these women constantly feel when in the public space.

Behavioral Strategies Used as Responses Against
Islamophobia by Headscarfed Women In Paris
Kawtar Najib, researcher at Newcastle University
Introduction :
Because more visible and more vulnerable, veiled women represent the perfect targets for anti-Muslim
motivations. In many countries, they are the first victims of such discriminations (Chakraborti et Zempi
;2012, Perry, 2014, Tell Mama, 2016, CCIF 2016) and notably in France where the law providing anti
religious sings in schools is clearly overinterpreted. The hijab has become a subject of study in its own right,
long debated by the researchers and pushing women who wear to reflect their own religious identity in the
face of political and social events that go beyond them.
They are forced to adopt specific spatial and behavioral strategies in order to rule out potential situations of
discrimination and violence.
The analysis proposed here is based on qualitative interviews I conducted in 2017 with victims of
Islamophobia in the CCIF database. The information allowed me to better understand how victims use
spaces, what spaces they avoid, how they change or hide their religious practices in certain places and finally
how they see their future in France.
33 women, of whom only one was unveiled and 6 men were interviewed, but the speech focuses mainly on
the stories of the 26 veiled women. The majority of women live in Greater Paris for more than fifteen years.
They are therefore generally familiar with the geographical areas of the Paris region.
1) Spatial strategies of veiled women victim of Islamophobia
1) Spatial strategies of veiled women victim of Islamophobia
We know that oppression experiences restrain and restrict mobility (Rose, 1993; Hanson and Pratt, 1995
Gilbert, 1997; Kwan, 1999; Hanson, 2010) and veiled women avoid some spaces and places more than
others (Hancock, 2013; Listerborn, 2015). In this sense, I have noticed that most interviewed women feel
safer in known spaces and especially in their own neighbourhood because they claim meeting the same
people daily. Indeed, the neighbourhood represents a spatial scale that fosters daily exchanges (Ahmed,
2000; Hopkins, 2014) and probably impedes the multiplication of anti-Muslim behaviours. Thus, veiled
women avoid far spaces from their own neighbourhood as well spaces they do not know. Regarding places
they often frequent and more especially cafés and restaurants, they will tend to choose well known places
such as McDonald's or Starbucks instead of choosing a random café or restaurant.
Moreover, they consciously or unconsciously avoid the centre of Paris. Some of them told me that they did
not go in Paris intramuros for a very long time because they do not have something to do there in terms of
activities. Others clearly told me they do not go to the centre of Paris because they feel “out of place”. They
feel less comfortable and more stigmatized in the centre of Paris than in suburbs. In suburb’s cities, they
have a sense of being more accepted and being part of the landscape on their own terms. Thus, geographic
tensions are observed between Paris and its suburbs, yet, those tensions do not resonate in the same way for
veiled women than for most people. Often, some suburb areas are considered sensitive and dangerous areas,
however, in veiled women view, some spaces of the centre of Paris may represent non-welcoming spaces
and including “no-go areas” as suggested by British researchers of TELL MAMA association referring to
the London case. Although none of victims interviewed in Paris did use the term “sensitive zone” referring

to Paris, nevertheless it is important to precise they do not wish to go back or to go to some areas for reasons
of discomfort.
That being said, when zooming in on particular neighbourhoods and taking into account socio-economic
status, geographic tensions seem to reduce. Indeed, veiled women distinguish rich areas both in Paris and
its suburb where they do not feel comfortable in comparison with working-class neighbourhoods. For
instance, Suzanne (a 31-year old French convert to Islam) explains:
“I think that if I go to the 16th district of Paris or in elite neighbourhoods, obviously, it won’t be the same
thing as it’d be in the 18th district (…) I think it is the same in suburb, if we go uptown, people might be
what you might call more aggressive or struck by the veil or something else”.
It seems that people care less about geographic spaces than socio-economic ones. Working-class
neighbourhoods and elite neighbourhoods come into conflict because in working-class ones, it would be
more plausible to meet a diversified population (and potentially more veiled women) than in elite ones where
population is much less mixed.
However, regarding rich neighbourhoods, some veiled women claim to feel totally comfortable in these
spaces and places they sometimes label “very welcoming places”. Some of them told me they completely go
unnoticed in some Paris luxurious areas such as the famous Champs Elysées Avenue. Myriam’s speech, 31year old illustrates this statement:
“If one wears big sunglasses and an arbaya, that’s great, one can be mistaken with women from Dubai or
from Saudi Arabia, it could work but it really depends on the clothes the person wears (…) in very very
touristic places, it’s OK because they are used with mobs! For instance, there is no problem in Les Champs
Elysées Avenue. On the contrary, if one goes to the 15th or 16th district, I mean less touristic areas, as long
as it is less touristic, one is insulted or stigmatized”.
In the end, some veiled women feel welcomed in both luxurious spaces and places such as five-star
restaurants and cafés (for those who can afford it) and in working-class restaurants. Regarding intermediary
places, they need to seek advice before going. There are mainly recommended places (word of mouth) or
already known and frequented places. There are also other places often avoided by veiled women such as
trendy cafés, public swimming pool and fitness centre where they know they will not be warmly welcomed.
2) Behavioural strategies of veiled women victim of Islamophobia
It is also known that oppression experiences change behaviours (Pain, 2001) of veiled women or stress some
features of their personality (Bullock, 2002; Vinet, 2013). Here, most of interviewed veiled women feel the
need to show they are (for instance, in their children 'school). Some of them told me that they want to show
that Muslim women are very much involved, grounded in French society and that from now they would be
the main interlocutors.
One can notice that veiled women face different stages in life. If some of them play the “perfect women” or
“strong women” card, others prefer to be more discreet for reasons of low self-esteem or merely for security.
They use new behaviours in order to avoid putting them into dangerous situations: for instance, they may
hide their headscarf under their coat’s hood; they use their car and avoid public transportation; they are
often accompanied by relatives and above all husbands (they say they are not harassed when accompanied
by husbands); they avoid going out the days following a terrorist attack; they sometimes wear sneakers in
case they might run; they read a lot of information about islamophobia on the purposes of providing for
contingencies... In addition, veiled women who suffer Islamophobic attacks on a daily basis claim not to pay
attention to “minor” acts such as leer, bad remarks, sighs and whispers. Thus, this trend shows a
banalization of inappropriate acts.

Moreover, they develop invisibility or diversion strategies such as wearing a turban or a more coloured
headscarf especially at times of applying for a new job, visiting a new accommodation, or filling in
administrative documents at public institutions. Thus, they adapt their clothing in accordance with these
specific places but also in accordance with specific geographic spaces (Siraj, 2011; Dwyer, 2008). Indeed,
spaces and behaviours are interconnected and many researchers (Secor, 2002, Dwyer, 2008) demonstrated
to what extent the veil has also become a spatial practice. In fact, there are different ways to wear the veil
according to frequented spaces.
In this sense, many veiled women told me they do wear the arbaya and the jilbeb in their own
neighbourhood. But when they need to go to the centre of Paris, they simply wear a long dress and the
hijab. Some of them even told me they wear a turban when going to Paris intramuros, however, those ones
remain a minority. Half of interviewed women does work, and they almost all wear turban and “western”
clothes at the workplace. The same goes during job interviews, they almost all wear a turban. Consequently,
it becomes difficult to find a job when one wears the hijab (Chambraud, 2018). Thereby, Emily (a 29-year
old French convert to Islam) explains that the more covered you are the lesser chances you have to find a
job. She affirms going to a job interview with a turban claiming that “if they see my neck, they might see a
bit more my brain!”. In some cases, some veiled women do not wear the veil at all when attending a job
interview, even if they hate doing so. But once they got the job, they try to gradually introduce a large
headband or a bandana.
3) Emily and Linda, two examples of veiled women illustrating important strategies
These strategies may appear very binding, and for the purposes of illustrating results I make follow here the
testimony of two veiled women whose experience reveals emblematic spatial strategies for one (Emily) and
behavioural ones for the other
(Linda):
“perfect” women in the sense they are very polite, very funny, very sociable, and smile a lot in order to show
a positive image. All veiled women notice an obvious change before and after they started wearing the hijab.
They say that before doing so, they were considered integrated, nice and sweet (Guénif Souilamas, 1999).
However, once wearing it, they are considered less clever and less free. They feel they must prove they have
not changed and are still integrated. Indeed, it is often difficult for these veiled women to be seen as fullblown women and feminists since they are systematically associated with “failed” integration because of
their headscarf, whilst, on the contrary, the Muslim women who decide not to wear the hijab are assimilated
with “successful” integration (Fernando, 2009; Listerborn, 2015). Yet, the way Muslim women dress should
not be used as integration and national belonging policy (Browen, 2006; Dywer, 2008), but rather be a basic
freedom to enjoy their own body and image.
Conversely, some veiled women clearly reclaim their Muslim identity and are not willing to justify any of
their actions (Dywer, 2008). They are fed up with pleasing everyone, so they decide to become strong
women and get more involved in society
Emily (29-year-old) found out Islam when she used to live in her parents 'village, a little town located in
another region than the Parisian one. Her conversion brought out a lot of suffering within her family and
she hates that. She noticed that being Muslim in the countryside is much more difficult than being so in
cities and especially in Paris and its surrounding cities. This is the reason why she decided to move out and
settle in Paris region. She wanted to freely live her faith. She wished an anonymous life where she could
follow Islamic religious practices she wanted to. She did not want to daily meet her acquaintances
(neighbours, inhabitants...) and feeling obliged to explain the reason why she wears the veil. In Paris region,
she totally feels free to be Muslim, to wear the clothes she wishes, to get involved in cultural and religious
associations etc.

When she returns to her parents 'village where everybody knows her, she removes her hijab to show she did
not change. In the end, she hides a part of her identity according to specific spaces. She describes her move
to Paris region as a balance she found in order to be herself and visibly Muslim when being in Paris while
avoiding hurting her family and neighbours in her childhood village.
Linda is a 31-year old Muslim who started practising her religion later in her life. She is French with
Algerian origins and feels “more French than Algerian”. She used to have a great professional status in a
big company, however, she had to quit when she started wearing the hijab because of the many troubles it
brought about. She has never found a job with her headscarf, yet, when she decided to remove it during a
job interview, she was directly hired.
At her new workplace, she decided to completely change her way of doing: she does not speak about her
religion anymore. She does not say she is Muslim, practicing, that she goes to the mosque, that she wears
the hijab etc. In a certain way, she feels the need to be more invisible in order to feel more comfortable and
to keep her job. For example, during the lunch break she would rather say she is vegetarian instead of saying
she exclusively eats halal meat. She fears the consequences that could emerge at the workplace if she
expressively shows she is a practicing Muslim.
At the end of the day, Linda feels like having a split personality at the workplace. At work, she totally omits
her religious aspects and feels integrated, whilst in her private life she wears the hijab and the arbaya and
people think she is an outsider. Thus, her belonging to France is questioned.

Conclusion
It is enough listening to these veiled women’s testimonies to notice Islamophobia is a phenomenon that
genuinely impacts spaces and persons. The latter feel the need to create and develop new behaviours and
mobility for important reasons such as the reinforcement of their security especially when they are
accompanied by their children. On the one hand, they avoid particular spaces and obvious geographical
tensions between the centre of Paris and its suburb are blatant. However, these tensions are particularly
noticeable between elite neighbourhoods and working-class neighbourhoods of Great Paris. On the other
hand, veiled women must constantly
prove with their behaviour that they are “regular” women, especially avoiding expressing their religious
(belonging or) practices. Moreover, these women are completely aware that some of their strategies are first
due to their hijab and then to their gender. Thus, Muslim women who do not wear the veil do not have the
same concerns and fears and probably do not adopt the same measures. Muslim men do not necessarily
recognize to be afraid for their own security but rather for their family security and especially for the women
of their family (wife, mother, sister, daughter...). Nevertheless, they admit being afraid of losing their job
and being suspected of potential terrorist activities. These French Muslim men often fear to be tagged “fiché
S” (to be registered by French police for potential terrorist activities). Indeed, this is one of their main
political concerns.
The saddest part about all, it is that half of interviewed victims confessed to have once thought to leave
France, even if they do not necessarily have plans elsewhere and even if they entirely feel French. They feel
more attracted by Anglo-Saxon countries such as the United-Kingdom and Canada, but also by MiddleEast countries or including by their countries of origin (mainly North Africa) because they think they will
be more accepted for being Muslim.
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Psychological damages of islamophobia
Adele Marri, student in Master 2 in Clinical Psychology (Università di Torino, IT).
Fatima Touhami, clinical psychologist, researcher, Paris and Saint-Denis, Université
Paris 13.
Today, it is proven that there are disastrous effects such as trauma and psychopathological suffering due to
perpetrated collective violence like racism and Islamophobia (Sironi, 2007). However, studies on the very
topic are extremely rare. Racism, Islamophobia and violence in our society seem to be structural
phenomena repeated through institutional reasoning. They create a breach in social relations which
worsens an already existing split in a changing society in crisis (Touhami et al., 2017), struggling to reach
social cohesion.
Psychic suffering care linked to religious discrimination requiring a complementarity clinical psychology
has become inevitable while integrating a social and historical real analysis for « stories » which shaped
those hurting bodies and question us (Beneduce, 2013).
PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES OF ISLAMOPHOBIA: FACTUAL ELEMENTS FOR A RESEARCH
Adele Marri, Master 2 student in Clinical Psychology ( Università di Torino, IT) ; Fatima Touhami, clinical
psychologist, researcher, Paris and Saint-Denis, Université Paris 13
Clinical literature dealing with the impact of racism on mental health is still insufficient. In the US, the
recent research field on what is called race trauma1 is involved in the process by studying the consequences
of racial micro-abuse on African-Americans, Latinos and Asians, along with the consequences of police
abuse on these very same populations. Nonetheless, the issue of religious discriminations and its
psychological consequences is still underestimated and unknown.
This obvious discrimination has already been identified in publications as a key factor in mental health
inequalities produced by chronic anxiety in ethnic and gender minorities (Williams and Mohamed, 2009;
Guyll et al. , 2001).
In Francophone psychology and psychiatry publications, the link between racism, Islamophobia and
psychosocial suffering is not deeply studied. This lack of research can be due to a difficulty to include an
analysis of social and political context factors into clinical psychology. However, the social and symbolic
violence Muslims are exposed represents an experience that affects daily their life in several areas: education,
employment, health, interpersonal relations and neighbourhood. Considering the issue, racism can be
considered as a constituent element of the experiences that build the subjectivity and identity of people
concerned, as shown in racial trauma researches. At the same time, islamophobia and violence it causes can
be very harmful for mental health.

1

See, among others, Hardy (2013) and the review of Wong, Derthick and al. (2014)

In a 2017 research2, of which this very article is an overview, we directed semi-directed interviews with
women3 who endured acts of islamophobia because of their headscarf. The first interview grids were used
as an « initial interpretative indicator » (Paillé and Mucchielli, 2003) and were changed during the study in
a circular and inductive process respecting the grounded theory methodology (Glaser and Strauss, 1976);
then, we analysed the interviews in a qualitative approach. The study is led in a psycho-analytical
perspective referring to George Devereux's4 complementarity and following the governing principle of
Frantz Fanon's reflexions on colonial racism and alienation: the aim was to use an effective interdisciplinary
approach to think about the relation between private and collective. This complexity is calling us to mind,
especially when the case study relates to a social phenomenon, like Islamophobia, anchored in a historical
and cultural context, that is to say contemporary France built by its colonial and post-colonial history and
its intrapsychic aftermath. Assuming islamophobia is one of contemporary faces of racism and that it is
experienced as a long-term trauma ( Bier and Bordet, 2009) , the aim was to investigate the links
between islamophobia, State violence and personal experiences of discrimination. In particular, the
interviews aimed at identifying personal experiences of islamophobia, and the personal representations and
meaning of these episodes; that is why the aim was to check the persistence of a psychic continuity of
colonization through family memories brought up by stigmatisation experiences in the present time.
In contemporary French context, islamophobia acts as an order to be invisible, the « secularist » doctrine
of the Republic aiming at the disappearance or eviction from public domain of religious practices, especially
Muslim ones. This order of invisibility (Amiraux, 2010; Dorlin,2010) is part of the French assimilation
model in which integration and integrability are measured according to the compliance to a homogenous
national cohesion ( Hajjat and Mohammed, 2013). Based on a non -acknowledgement of otherness as being
constitutive of society, discriminatory practices worsen exclusion and the marginalization of an often already
precarious population, just like the students wearing the headscarf concerned with the March 15th, 2004
law and its successive distortions5.
If the Countering Violent Extremism strategies already shut away Muslims in a relation with terrorism
(Bechrouri, 2017) , the emergency state after the 2015 terror attacks created conditions for arbitrary use of
police and judiciary power and reinforced an already prevailing ordinary Islamophobia. State emergency
also confirmed a safety Islamophobia (ibid.) which produced several human rights infringements: the
2

The research was conducted by Adele Marri as part of graduation in Clinical Psychology at the University of Turin
(Italy), under the supervision of Simona Taliani and in collaboration with the CCIF and Fatima Touhami. Results are
revealed in a Master Thesis called “ «Non mi sento sicura come musulmana in Francia»: islamofobia e violenza di
Stato nella République” [I do not feel safe as Muslim in France: Islamophobie and violence of State in the
Republique.
3
The research sample is only composed of women because they are the only ones to have answered to the call.
This clearly shows the way Islamophobia is a phenomenon is which are tangled racist opinions and gendered
oppression, yet, it requires a complex and intersectional analysis. Women targeted mainly because of their veil
represent 80% of Islamophobic attacks and they represent the totality of the most serious aggressions.
4
Devereux’s Complementarity (1955;1967) offers a theoretical framework to think psychoanalytical clinic as well
as cultural, historical, and social components in psychology. It was already adopted as part of researches aiming at
studying phenomena where inner and singularity are crossed by the collectivity and the social, as it is for the clinic
of collectives' violence or the violence of exile (Mansouri and Sturm, 2013; Sironi, 2007)
5

Montaigne Institute:
http://www.institutmontaigne.org/res/files/publications/20150824_Etude%20discrimination.pdf.

arbitrary characteristic of the deployed measures in the context of counter-terrorism campaigns widened
the field of suspicion and insecurity and established what, according to Puget (1989), we can call « state of
threat ». State of threat is a product of social violence when settled permanently: its consequences are a high
and persistent alert state, with persecution anxiety centred on the individuation of a danger to which we
cannot give any form or origin. During the interviews, the feeling of danger and the waiting of an imminent
attack were pointed to as main topics:
« At first, people don't even sit next to me. Especially in winter, when I'm fully covered with clothes, I see
people looking at me suspiciously and worried. I went into a kind of psychosis, of paranoia... I wasn't feeling
well at all. Even now I sometimes wonder why so and so is looking at me...but now I have accepted not
feeling safe anywhere. »
By affecting the natural feeling of safety, they create forms of withdrawal, inhibition and self-censorship that
can lead to psychopathological consequences in terms of anxiety or depression.
« For a very long time I forbid myself to go to Paris. I became withdrawn because I was scared. I was scared
of consequences, of physical abuse. Television even frightened me, sometimes I can't sleep at night because
of what I hear. »
On one side, activated defence mechanisms stir an exhausting and costly psychological self-control. They
are also a reflexion of an increased and continuous surveillance and injunctions to discretion imposed on
Muslim people or presumed so.
« You're always trying to control yourself, in public transportation, at work...I feel like I'm schizophrenic. It
means that censorship, I don't know, of the State, the institutions, the general atmosphere, makes you selfcensor, you mind your words and so you feel like you are not being yourself. »
Likewise, they lead to forms of abandonment and renunciation, mostly in the employment context, which
weakens the feelings of self-efficiency and self-esteem. On the other side, the dodge of conflict is looked for
through denial, which produces states of alienation making Muslims recognize themselves in these negative
representations of Islam or elaborate strategies to communicate their own harmlessness.
« It's impossible to walk in the streets without thinking « They're going to think we are all terrorists! ». […]
There's one thing I'm always aware of when I'm wearing a headscarf: I don't want to scare people. So, I
always wear coloured clothes and headscarves. I want to show Islam, the headscarf, can also be colourful...
»
Islamophobia, now a legitimate tool to solve conflicts, even interpersonal ones, represents a powerful factor
of social links disintegration: it forces to withdrawal within communities and creates a stiffening of barriers
of these same communities, looking for a feeling of protection threatened by the hostility perceived in
society.
« We talk a lot of living together but I had the feeling I could be myself or be free to speak my mind with
very close friends or with people who share the same opinions. »
The wide use of contradictory messages from the government, in which the weak campaigns against racism
go along with the ignorance, even denial, of islamophobia and by speeches fuelling these same amalgams
that institutions confirm they want to fight (Bechrouri, 2017) ,improves the feeling of stigmatisation and
diminishes the confidence into possibilities of justice, which makes religious discrimination an underestimated yet not enough denounced phenomenon. The perceived level of hostility is behind the decision
of some Muslims to leave France: regarding this, there are no precise data, the emigration topic was often

referred to during the interviews. The possibility of a departure is seen as an exile forced by identity choices
Muslims must face. The impossibility to confirm these multiple affiliations which constitute the subjectivity
of post-colonial immigration descendants, reminds painful loyalty conflicts : when being recognised as a full
subject and citizen is conditioned to the abdication of a part of one's self, what is reconsidered is the
legitimacy of one's presence in France and the departure, like an escape , becomes the ultimate defence
mechanism.
The discriminations endured in the present also remind family stories, accompanied with traumatic
memories of racism and linked to colonial History and post-colonial immigration (Mansouri, 2013;
Mansouri, Moro et al. , 2013). The headscarf question, in particular, creates a central issue of this complex
that Rigouste (2010) calls the « colonial unthought », defined as a group of measures and representations
which endure mechanisms established to master bodies during the colonial era. If widespread Islamophobia
fuels conflicts between people and within generations, mainly because of fear that exposing one's faith could
lead to acts of violence, it also violates the process of filiation and affiliation, which makes it difficult to be
part of a genealogy continuity. The transmission then goes through negativity, the lack (Touhami et al.,
2017): automatic depreciation of one part of identity linked to religious belonging is a constraint to the
integration of family and culture heritage within the Self, which complicates in some cases the development
of a mourning or affects the upcoming generation with a traumatic void. Furthermore, among those who
suffer persistent racism prevails the feeling of disillusion, lure and unkept promises, with the impression of
« always being at the starting point ». Efforts and sacrifices done by the previous generation become a useless
burden which has no sense, neither in the subjective process of identity construction from immigration heirs,
nor in the claim of their different belongings, because the state keeps on despising and refusing them.
« We grew up in France, we saw our parents' efforts. They deeply wanted us to come into shape that they
did everything...And at the end you realize you're still at the starting point. That social status doesn't exist,
that people advocating social diversity, equality at school...is an illusion. Making people dream: what's the
purpose? »
S. is 30, her parents are from Algeria and she was born and grew up in Paris suburbs. She worked in
childcare, but she decided to resign after she suffered pressures because of her headscarf. After a career
change, she now works in a private IT company, but she still suffers what she calls real threats. Her choice
to wear the headscarf is the result of a personal journey around her faith she discovered after her father's
death a few years before, a choice which was not welcomed and created conflicts within her family worried
that she could face problems. What makes it difficult today to accept endured discrimination is also the fact
that she defines herself as a skilled professional, experimented and conscious of her self-worth. She lived
with distress the time after the terror attacks and state emergency, because she could not sleep anymore or
go out. The pain and uncertainty with which she sees the future make her confirm the « we will never live
as before » and make her think of the possibility to leave France, which is her native country ».
To conclude, it is necessary to study and testify on the disastrous effects in terms of psychological and
psychopathological suffering risks enhanced by collective violence linked to racism and Islamophobia. It is
especially urgent as racism, Islamophobia and violence appear as structural and reproduced phenomena
through institutional logics, producing a social link pathology which deepens already existing splits in a
changing society in crisis (Touhami et al., 2017) and struggles to settle scores with the past. That is why
dealing with psychic suffering due to religious discrimination needs complementary clinic. Integrating an
analysis of social and historical reality is essential in order not to reduce this suffering to its intrapsychic
elements and to cure history, or better than that, the stories that shaped these hurt bodies and that question
us (Beneduce, 2013). Clinic can also be a context in which an unsaid word, forgotten but deeply rooted in
collective subconscious of a whole population from post-colonial immigration, could at last be heard.
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